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ABSTRACT:

Partners resemble each other in many traits, including educational attainment, psychopathology, and height. Mating is often assumed to be random in genetic studies and the results can be biased when it is not. Polygenic scores offer a straightforward means of assessing the genetic similarity of partners that arises from assortative mating. However, estimating the correlation between partners’ polygenic scores is likely to provide an underestimate of the actual genetic correlation because polygenic scores are imperfect measures of the genetic factors that give rise to a phenotype. Structural equation modelling (SEM), which is commonly used with data from twins and other kinds of relatives, provides a flexible way to incorporate polygenic scores with phenotypic data from multiple individuals. Incorporating polygenic scores in an SEM framework allows an estimation of the relationship between latent variables (genetic factors) that are the topic of the research, rather than the observed indicators of these (polygenic scores). We use pheno-
typic data on educational attainment, height, and symptoms of major depressive disorder from 70107 mother-father dyads and polygenic scores on 13096 mother-father dyads participating in the Norwegian Mother, Father, and Child Cohort Study. We present a novel structural equation model which uses data on phenotypes and polygenic scores for unrelated individuals to estimate heritability and genetic correlations – in this case, genetic correlations between partners – including results for educational attainment, psychopathology, and height.
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